IT ONLY TAKES ONE MOMENT
With fog-obscured vision, workers are at risk for eye injury and bodily harm. Productivity and compliance are also affected when glasses are removed to wipe away fog and condensation.

THE BEST DEFENSE AGAINST FOGGING
Performance Fog Technology is a water washable, hydrophilic anti-fog coating cured and permanently bonded to lens. The coating absorbs moisture and then spreads it consistently, providing clear, fog-free vision. Easy to clean and smooth to the touch, Performance Fog Technology lenses provide impact, abrasion, UV, and chemical resistance. They have been tested to EN166K, EN166N and EN166UV standards and provide exceptional optical quality.

CONSISTENTLY CLEAR, FOGLESS PERFORMANCE... EVEN AFTER WASHING, WIPING, AND WEAR.

LENS: Blue Mirror PFT FRAME: Tortoise/Black BH2679PFT
LENS: Polished Photochromic PFT FRAME: Tortoise/Black BH26718PFT
LENS: Photochromic PFT FRAME: Matte Black BH26613PFT
LENS: Polarized Green Mirror PFT FRAME: Crystal Clear BH25116PFT

LENS: Clear PFT FRAME: Crystal Black BH1413PFT
LENS: Smoke PFT FRAME: Crystal Black BH1433PFT
LENS: Smoke PFT FRAME: Crystal Black BH633PFT
LENS: Clear PFT FRAME: Shiny Pearl Gray BH691PFT

LENS: Polarized Ice Blue Mirror PFT FRAME: Matte Black BH2769PFT
LENS: Dark Smoke PFT FRAME: Crystal Black BH943PFT
LENS: Clear PFT FRAME: Shiny Pearl Gray BH95129PFT
LENS: Clear PFT FRAME: Indoor/Outdoor PFT FRAME: Matte Black BH3066PFT